INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY KANPUR
ESTATE OFFICE
TENDER NOTICE NO. 18/2019-20 DATED 28.10.2019
TO RUN DAIRY PRODUCT OUTLET IN SHOP NO. S-8, MAIN SHOPPING CENTRE

Date: 26.11.2019

CORRIGENDUM-1

The following clauses in the above mentioned tender document are hereby amended as given below:

* Page-11, Clause-52 (Security Deposit) – The licensee shall have to deposit a security amount base on the following calculation through FDR drawn in favour of “Registrar, IIT Kanpur” payable at Kanpur of State Bank of India/ Union Bank of India or any scheduled nationalized bank and which should be valid till three months after the completion of the contract duration:

(a) The security amount shall be fixed to five times of the quoted monthly license fee by the successful bidder.

(b) The average electricity bills of the shop/outlet shall also be considered in fixing the security deposit. This will be based on the previous consumption of that/ similar shop/outlet in the campus.

(c) Considering the above situation, the security amount shall be fixed by rounding off the total of (a) and (b) to the next higher multiple of ₹25,000/-, subject to a minimum security amount of ₹25,000/-.  

* All other entries of the Tender Notice No. 18/2019-20 dated 28.10.2019 will remain the same.

Tender document may be downloaded from the link http://www.iitk.ac.in/estateoffice/tender.

Copy to:

1- Dean (Admin.)/Chairman, CEMMC
2- All Notice Board
3- Institute Website